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Answers. Hunger is stimulated by the hypothalamus to tell you to eat, so that your body's glucose and energy
levels can be restored; it does so by telling it to eat so it can be balanced inside again. Hunger is a feeling which
triggered when the homeostasis point is in disequilibrium. This means that the body lost its inner balance
because...
how does blood-sugar level (glucose) contribute to hunger? if the blood-sugar level is low, the hypothalamus
will make us feel hungry; if we don't eat, body will dump some stored glucose into the blood, and we'll feel less
hungry for a while
Chapter 5 Homeostasis: Temperature, Thirst, Hunger, and Eating P 103-116. c. Glucose can also be converted
to fat and stored in adipose cells. d. During longer periods of not eating, a person can run completely out of
glycogen, consequently, the body converts its stored fat into fatty acids for energy use.
A short-term inhibitor of hunger and eating, released from upper part of small intestine. a hormone released by
adipose (fat) tissue that is associated with long-term energy conservation and expenditure. a hormone that is
released from stomach. : physiological reactions to the sight and aroma of food.
The lateral hypothalamus (LH): the “hunger center,” or part of the hypothalamus that produces hunger signals.
The ventromedial hypothalamus (VH): the “satiety center,” or the part of the hypothalamus that causes one to
stop eating.
Thirst has a direct relationship to homeostasis. Thirst is the body's way of saying that you need water to
maintain homeostasis. How does eating relate to homeostasis and what hormones are used?
The purpose of homeostasis is to maintain a normal balance within the body regarding its temperature, salt
concentration, water concentration, and food intake. The human body functions normally with a narrow range of
variation for each of these factors. The body has ways of detecting changing levels of these factors ...
Food intake (i.e., the behavioral act of eating) is not a regulated variable; rather, food intake is an effector or
response mechanism that can be recruited or turned off in the regulation of body fat . Brain circuits that regulate
body weight/fat have several effectors at their command, including exercise/general physical activity and whole
...
Homeostasis, in simple terms, means the maintenance of internal equilibrium. Variations in the external
environment can affect the body processes and induce an imbalance in various physiological aspects. Body
responds to these external variations, neutralizes their effects and restores stability through homeostasis.
Premeal hunger. However, when a meal is consumed, there is a homeostasis-disturbing influx of fuels into the
bloodstream. When the usual mealtime approaches, the body takes steps to soften the impact of the homeostasisdisturbing influx of fuels by releasing insulin into the blood, and lowering the blood glucose levels.
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